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Cushion dimensions (LxWxH): 
23,6 x 7,9 x 6,3 in

Board dimensions (LxWxH): 
32,3 x 13 x 0,6 in

Material: fabric, bamboo

Maximum inner distance cushion: 29,5 in

Color variation: Pink 

US.NERDYTEC.COM/PRODUCTS/CYPINK

NERDYTEC.COM/CYPINK

Cozy and fluffy pink cushions 

Power supply & accessories bag
included on the pads 

Large ventilation grille to ensure
the perfect air circulation for the
laptop 

Including exclusive pink 
nerdytec mousepad 

Integrated universal tablet and
smartphone holder

TECHNICAL DATA

PINK UP 
YOUR SETUP

AVAILABLE IN OUR SHOP

Do you love pink and enjoy working or gaming from the comfort of your
couch and are you in a fluffy mood? Then the new Couchmaster CYPINK is
exactly what you've always been looking for. A place that is as colorful and
creative as you are. Your new best friend for long gaming sessions or
creative hours on the laptop. This piece isn't just any gadget; it's your
comfort zone on demand: with ergonomic support that feels like it's
hugging you and you have enough space for all your devices - like a laptop
or headphones and much more and smart solutions like the integrated
tablet and smartphone holder.
 



As we do not only care about our users but also about our
environment, we manufacture the Couchmaster® CYPINK
from sustainable materials. The renewable bamboo gives
the Couchmaster® a feather-light weight.

GOOD FOR NOTEBOOKS AND GOOD 
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Bamboo surface
Two side cushions
Mouse bag
Mousepad
Universal tablet mount
Installation manual

PERFECTLY ERGONOMIC
From an ergonomic point of view, the Couchmaster®
CYPINK is particularly recommendable. Physiotherapist
Roland Kellerbach from Cologne-Germany comments:
“From a health point of view, I can say that the
Couchmaster® offers the best ergonomic way to use your
PC/laptop from the couch. The wide cushions relieve the
shoulder and neck muscles during use, which effectively
prevents tension.”

AN ACCESSORY WITH MANY POSSIBILITIES
The Couchmaster® CYPINK is the all-rounder among couch
desks and offers many comfort functions. With its extra
pocket for the power supply as well as a side pocket for
accessories, it keeps things tidy. To ensure that the mouse
doesn’t get lost and is always protected when not in use,
Couchmaster® CYPINK has a practical mouse pocket as
well as an innovative plug-in system for attaching
additional accessories in the future. A tablet holder
including an adapter for all common tablet sizes rounds
out the user experience.

MAXIMUM COMFORT AND STABLE HOLD
The padded palm rests offer maximum comfort and
the side cushions with a very pleasant fluffy material
grant a stable hold. The Couchmaster® CYPINK comes
with a large mouse pad, which is of course replaceable.
It is suitable for use on the couch or even in bed. 


